
HEXAMETER 1
Universal Metrology Instrument



IRREGULAR BECOMES UNIVERSAL

Optical Metrology always follows rigid rules:
Repeatability, Accuracy and Reproducibility.
This values specify the Robustness, the 
Precision and the Elasticity of the Solu-
tion. All these depend by human factor...
How we position/align the piece in front of the 
instrument, and by external environmental 
variables as external light and temperature.

We found the Solution :
The Alignment is made by the Instrument!
The Operator just easily position the item  and 
Hexameter align it and measure it, always in the 
same place, the right place, without any exter-
nal environment variable that may interfere the 
operation. Moreover the simplicity of the holder 
systems! You don’t need to worry anymore about 
how to hold each different piece, just clamp it, 
or hold by vacuum or magnetic.... or glue it!!
We offer all the solutions you need.

Rigidity?
Who guarantee about rigidity?
How am I sure the piece goes always there? 
And stay there in that fixed position? The Rigidi-
ty is given by the Vision System! It is the Optical 
System that is Rigid, perfectly Aligned and Ca-
librated, and the Optical system drives the ali-
gnment. The alignment process follows an ite-
rative process moving toward small and smaller 
steps up to the final steps that may be reach up 
to only 3 micron in XYZ linear movement and 
few microRad in ΘX, ΘY, ΘZ angle rotation.



THE INNOVATION

There are 3 basic ways:
On the piece itself using its contour silhouette
On the design sheet drawings CAD
On geometric aspects

Taking image pictures of the object it is possible to edit and define the total or partial or different 
portion of object contour to be defined as Reference Position: Pattern Matching.
Selecting on the dw /dxf file, the portion to be used as reference directly from the CAD file, in this 
way it is faster and it is also possible to overlay the Cad image over the Image of the piece to
evaluate and measure the differences
Many different geometric aspect may be chosen  and mixed to define alignment criteria like: 

Contour angle inclination
Minimum Thickness

Maximum Light
Best Circularity

Best Axes
Best Concentricity

The alignment is made for any view ( up to 3) Front, Side and Top.



The software is measure oriented and so easily intuitive for Cad Mechs designer or
production quality controller as for regular production worker.
The Multilanguage capability permit to directly interface on your own country language.
For production operators, just select the item to measure, the correct recipe and position 
the item, (a preview window may help in better positioning), push Run and wait for ali-
gnment and measure to execute.
For quality/production engineer, they will be shortly trained how to configure for Alignment 
and Measure, Cameras and Lights setup how to save and generate a new recipe,
where and if to generate reports and analyze them for statistic extraction.

POWERFUL SOFTWARE



Hardware

Software

Gevis Aligner Environment : with graphics, point and click
drag interface for easy and full orientation control.
Gevis Metro Tool: Metrologic software for any distance, angles, 
thickness, circular and any combined measure, from different 
images same view correlation and references, with formula 
parses and calculator.
Gevis Metro Stats: Graphic visualize of all measures, 
with different color for tolerance restriction, numeric 
colorization, image saving, measure saving in 
Excel like format, exportation to Gevis preas-
sembled PPk CPk and Gage RR reports,
Cad layout overlay on images, graphic 
overlay with zoom better than
one micron per step, with measu-
res capability between image 
and CAD overlay.

Telecentric Camera lenses it means no perspective error, no changes in case of small
distance variation, more uniform and smooth calibration space, high resolution lenses, deep 

depth of field.
Telecentric Back Illuminators with micro spot led, it means sharper edges, edge well 

defined also in case of flat surfaces, no foggy border.
High Resolution Cameras from 5 Mpix up to 29 Mpix cameras, with digital GigaE 

interface for high throughput transfer.
6 Axis Hexapod completely free 6 axes, fast and silent Robot with very high 

accuracy and resolution, with large run length to permit any piece placing.
Configurable Front Illuminator It is possible to define mixed light

combination from a direct 45° angle, to help increase precision for 
front illuminated morphologies.

Full Hardware control and monitoring for any light intensity, ca-
mera integration, Hexapod velocity to adapt at any

particular colour/transparent item to measure.



This Industrial require high precision assembly to a perfect combina-
tion between mechanics and style design, moreover a huge model 
turnover because of stylist requirement needs a strong elasticity to 
quickly and inexpensively adequate at the daily changes .Many dif-
ferent pieces may be controlled as they  are produced or pre assem-
bled like: lens shape and dimensions, hinge components of fabulous 
shape ( animals and diamonds...)

EyEWEAR

Steel dental prothesis require “strange” geometry but very
precise, with precise distances and inclination angle

measurements. 

dENTAL

watch making have always been made by very precise pieces 
and fashion trend changing lookout.

HOROLOGy

Small mechanical parts and tools for turning and milling, small 
plastic of complex forms but precise, ma be now quickly
measured without any efforts.

GENERIC MECHANICAL / PLASTICS

as for dental also plastic and glass syringes have critical pieces 
to be measure as needle length, inclination, hub dimensioning, 

catheter assembly ( Z gap evaluation)
assembly orientation.

MEdICAL dISPOSAL



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Optical resolution : 22 micron

Optical Field of view: 57*48 mm

Max measurable piece: 40*35*35 mm, w*d*h

Alignment travel range: XY +- 50 mm, Z +- 25 mm 

Alignment Angle range: XY +- 15°, Z +- 30°

Static repeatability: less than 1 micron(note1) 

Dynamic repeatability : +- 3 micron(note 2)

Overall Accuracy better than 5 micron.(note3)

Cycle time : based on how many alignment 
planes, it is about 26 second per plane.

Measures: any typical linear measure like:  
angles, circularity, concentricity, thickness, 

distance, radius and diameter....

Measure limit : max 100 measure per view

Differentiation between light views

Combined measure between views and planes.

Removable grabbing system with
full 360° positioning system

Calibrated Optical space

All Telecentric Optics

All data measured savedwith
time stampand meanings,in a

Microsoft Excel compatible format.

Image saving for review

DXF CAD drawing import function for
alignment functions

DXF CAD drawing import function
for measure and overlay view/measure..

PC based system expandable
for network configurations.

Dimension: 1120*1120*2100 mm , w*d*h

Weight : 115 Kg

Note 1: repetition of full alignment and
measure cycle without
removing the item, 50 times
Note 2: removing and replacing the item 50 
times

Note 3: Measures on certified gage blocks
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